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PROJECTIONS IN THE SPACE (m)1

ROBERT C. JAMES

A projection in a Banach space is a continuous linear mapping P

of the space into itself which is such that P2=P. Two closed linear

manifolds M and N of a Banach space B are said to be complementary

if each z of B is uniquely representable as x+y, where x is in M and y

in N. This is equivalent to the existence of a projection for which M

and N are the range and null space [7, p. 138]. It is therefore also

true that closed linear subsets M and N of B are complementary if

and only if the linear span of M and N is dense in B and there is a

number «>0 such that ||x-|-y|| ^e||x|| if x is in Mand y in N.

It is known that a Banach space M is complemented in each

Banach space in which it can be embedded if it is isomorphic with a

complemented subspace of the space (m) of bounded sequences. In

particular, if M is a subspace of a Banach space Z and is isometric

with a subspace M' of (m), then there is a projection of Z onto M

of norm less than or equal to X if there is a projection of (m) onto M'

of norm equal to X (see [8, p. 538] and [9, p. 945 ]). Thus the existence

of a complement in (m) for a subspace M of (m) is independent of the

method by which M is embedded in (m). Any separable Banach space

is isometric with a subspace of (m) [3, p. 107]. Hence a separable

Banach space is complemented in each space in which it can be em-
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bedded if and only if it is complemented in (m).

It has been conjectured that no separable subspace of (m) is com-

plemented in (in), or perhaps that separable complemented subspaces

of (m) are reflexive (see [9, p. 946] and [l0]). A partial answer to

this is given in this paper. There are two classes of separable Banach

spaces which are known to be not complemented in (m). These are the

separable Banach spaces which have a subspace isomorphic with

(co) [9, p. 946] and the separable Banach spaces whose first con-

jugate space is not weakly complete, of which h is an example

[3, p. 111].
It is interesting to note that (co) is complemented in any separable

Banach space B in which it can be embedded. In particular, the

projection of B onto (co) can be of norm 2 [9, p. 946], but there are

separable Banach spaces containing (c0) for which the norm of a

projection onto (c0) must have norm as large as 2 [ll, p. 547].

It is also known [l] that if B is any one of the spaces Lp or lp ior

Kp< *, then B can be embedded in a space Z such that no projec-

tion of Z onto B is of norm 1. In fact, if there is a projection of norm

1 of (m) onto a separable subspace M, then M has the Hahn-Banach

extension property (and can easily be shown to have either of the

properties discussed in [4, p. 92]). But it then follows from [6] that

M is the space of continuous functions on an extremally disconnected

compact Hausdorff space T (a compact Hausdorff space T for which

the closures of open sets are open, or, equivalently, the closures of two

disjoint open sets are disjoint). Such a Banach space M can not be

separable unless T has only a finite number of points, since otherwise

M has a subspace isometric with (m). To show this, divide T into two

disjoint sets which are both open and closed. Continuing this process,

form an infinite sequence of pair-wise disjoint sets Ui, each of which

is both open and closed. Let U = Uf Ui and V be the complement of

77. Let X be the normed linear space of functions defined on UVJ V

which are constant on Ui for each i, identically zero on V, and whose

range consists of a finite number of real numbers. For each / of X,

let Il/H =sup |/(x)|. For an arbitrary/ of X, let «i, • ■ • , ak be the

range of/. Let ir< be the subset of U on which/(x) =«,-, i= 1, 2, ■ • • ,

k. Then iri, • • • , irk are disjoint open sets. The sets #i, •_• • , if * are

also disjoint open sets, and UJ#,= U. Define an extension/ of / to all

of B by letting f(x) =a< if *£#<• Then / is continuous on B. The

space X' of such extensions is isometric with X, ior ii /+/'

= /(*)+/'(*) . where xE(*i^fj), then vf\g} ^0 and /+/'
= f(y)+f(y) =||/+/'|| if ye(x/V/). The completion of X' is
clearly isometric with (m).
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Theorem 1. Let M be a separable subspace of the space (m). If Pis a

projection of (m) onto M, then \\p\\ >1.

It is known [5, p. 519] that a Banach space with a basis {xt\ is

reflexive if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(1) zZi a*x*1S convergent whenever || zZi a»x>|| is a bounded func-

tion of ra;

(2) lim„^o ||/||n = 0 for each linear functional/, where ||/||„ is the

norm of/ on the linear span of xn+i, xn+i, •• ■ .

If the basis is unconditional, then (1) is satisfied if no subspace is

isomorphic with (co) and (2) is satisfied if no subspace is isomorphic

with h [S, pp. 520-521]. These ideas are used in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2. If M is a separable Banach space which is comple-

mented in (m), then M is reflexive if M has an unconditional basis.

Proof. Let {xn} be a basis for M. If M is complemented in (m),

then M can not have a subspace isomorphic with (cB). Hence (1) is

satisfied. If {x„} is an unconditional basis, then there is a positive

number e such that || zZiaPixPi+ 1Z? a<nxt,\\ =€|| zZ,i aPixPi\\ f°r anY

numbers a< and integers m and ra, provided the sets of integers {pi}

and {o,} do not overlap (see [5, p. 518]). Now suppose that there is

a linear functional / for which lim„,M ||/||n^0, where ||/||„ is the

norm of / on the linear span of xn+1, xn+t, ■ ■ • . Choose a number

a>0 and a sequence z* with Zk= zZt^nt^i aixi, l=«o<rai<W2< • • • ,

||zjb|| =1, and f(zk) ><r for each k. Let A/* be the null space of / on the

linear span Xk of xnk_v • • • , xnk-i. Since the linear span of z* and

Nk is Xk, it follows that finite sums of type ( zZ a>'2<) + ( ^Zui), where

UiGNi, are dense in M. Let R be the closed linear span of the ele-

ments {zk\ and 5 be the closed linear span of the union of the sets

{A^}. Then, if zZ+ and zZ- denote sums over indices i for which

ai^O and ai<0, respectively, we have:

|| zZ °iz< + zZ ui\\ = «ll zZ+ a&* + zZ+ u'\\
^e|/(E+a1z,+ Z+«.-)|/||/ll

= e\f(zZ+aiZi)\/\\f\\^^(zZ+\ai\)/\\f\\.

Likewise, || zZatzi+ ]CM»]| = €ff( zZ-\ a»'l )/||/||- Therefore

|| E «* + Z ".'II = 2-W(S   | ai | )/||/|| ̂  2-6<r|| z «*ll/||/l|.
Therefore R and 5 are complementary in M. However, || y,ajZi||

^ zZ\ai\ and, from the above, || ^a,«,j| ^2-1eo-( zZ\ <*«l )/||/||- There-

fore R is isomorphic with k. But if M is complemented in (m), then h
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is complemented in (m). Since k is not complemented in (m), this is

contradictory and therefore (2) above is satisfied for the basis {x<} of

M. Therefore M is reflexive.
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